Comprehensive and robust

The NeuroEquilibrium™ Assessment Platform is the most robust vertigo and balance assessment platform. The platform is a comprehensive diagnostic system that integrates various diagnostic tests on one platform and helps doctors diagnose and treat vertigo & balance disorders through comprehensive evaluation, customized reporting, one-click patient data retrieval, rehabilitation and patient monitoring modules.

Product Specifications

- Comprehensive history module
- All reports on one platform
- Automatically generates graphs of all parameters with easy visual comparison with normative data
- Chronological view of patient’s past visit reports
- Rehabilitation module with suggested exercises
- Patient scheduling with SMS reminders, etc.

We provide comprehensive assessment of reports and have a panel of trained doctors including ENT specialist & neurologist for providing clinical interpretation within 24 hours (next working day).

Cloud integration for anywhere access

- Data from the tests is automatically and seamlessly saved on the cloud and can be accessed over internet from anywhere in the world.
- Allows for easy restoration of documentation in case of local system crashes.
NeuroEquilibrium™ provides systems for comprehensive management of vertigo and balance disorders by breakthrough innovations. Our strategy is to set up specialized advanced vertigo and balance clinics across the world in collaboration with leading ENT and neurology clinics and multi-speciality hospitals through:

- Neurotological evaluation with our suite of world class diagnostic equipment
- A team of neurotological specialists.

We are India’s first robust diagnostic platform helping doctors diagnose and treat vertigo and balance disorder across the world.

Let’s get together to restore balance
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